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Abstract

Entrepreneurial activities must change when taking into account Sustainable Development paradigm. A new way of evaluating enterprises’ performance which incorporates economical, environmental and social criteria is necessary.

Any organisation can no longer work as a “black box”. Society wants to know about the impacts of inputs and outputs of companies’ activities and therefore a continuous process of transparency, communication and continuous improvement is required.

Therefore the Value of a company can no longer be seen only as the profit for its shareholders, but must be extended in an objective way to the other elements of Sustainability: the social and environmental criteria.

If Top Management and the VA team are sensitized for the Sustainability principles and for their contribution in creating Value, these aspects will be integrated in the company’s strategic management so that they will contribute for its viability in the long term.

This paper aims at presenting a specific methodology to support the process of decision making at the level of the practices related to increasing Value towards a Sustainable Entrepreneurial Development.

After a study of the possible synergies between tools used by Value Management (mainly Value Analysis) and Environmental Management (Cleaner Production, Eco efficiency, among others) a methodology, joining them and profiting from their synergies was developed and tested in several companies.
Introduction

Entrepreneurial activities must change when taking into account Sustainable Development paradigm. A new way of evaluating enterprises’ performance which incorporates economical, environmental and social criteria is necessary.

Any organisation can no longer work as a “black box”. Society wants to know about the impacts of inputs and outputs of companies’ activities and therefore a continuous process of transparency, communication and continuous improvement is required.

In EN 12973 Value is described as the relationship between the satisfaction of need and the resources used in achieving that satisfaction. Therefore the higher Value is achieved with lower resources used and / or higher satisfaction of needs.

Value Management approach, involving the quantification and monitoring of Value and the focus on what things do rather than what they are (functional approach), requires the development of a Value culture within the organisation and the focus on customers’ and other stakeholders’ requirements. The results will show the reduction of useless and unnecessary efforts, and will encourage the orientation of limited resources towards areas where they can lead to Value increase.

This has been mainly an economical approach, but nowadays within a more demanding context in what concerns organisations Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Value can no longer mean the profit for shareholders, but must also consider the social and environmental aspects of the company competitiveness. Therefore the company strategic management must integrate those three components [1].

Investors are more and more demanding towards companies in order to make them engage eco-efficiency strategies that lead to the reduction of damages to the environment and simultaneously to the increase, or at least not to the decrease, of value for the shareholders (economical and environmental efficiency).

Eco-efficiency is the business answer to the challenge of Sustainable Development – which means, according to Brundtland Comission definition, meeting “the needs of the present without jeopardizing the needs of future generations”. This implies economic growth that does not deplete irreplaceable resources, does not destroy ecological systems, and helps reduce some of the world’s gross social inequalities.

Eco-efficiency will be an important element in aligning any business with long-term social needs. It stresses [2]:

- Increasing resource productivity so that more is obtained from less energy and raw material input. Many environmental concepts and initiatives emphasize the importance of resource productivity or doing more with less, in particular UNEP’s concept of Cleaner Production;
Creating new goods and services that increase customer value while maintaining or reducing environmental impacts.

With this purpose World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) – business representative body for environmental and sustainability issues, defined how companies can achieve eco-efficiency:

*Eco-efficiency is reached by the delivery of competitively-priced goods and services that satisfy human needs and bring quality of life, while progressively reducing environmental impacts and resource intensity throughout the life cycle, to a level at least in line with the earth’s estimated carrying capacity. (WBCSD, 1992.)* [3]

Stakeholders may have different understandings in what concerns Value meaning, VM aims at harmonising those different points of view enabling an organisation to progress in the best way towards the settled objectives at the lowest resources consumption.

If the minimisation of the necessary resources to satisfy stakeholders’ needs is reached through:

- reducing energy, materials and water consumption; enhancing material recyclability and extending product durability and the close of materials cycle;
- reducing environment impacts: minimisation of emissions and waste, reducing toxic dispersion and maximizing sustainable use of renewable resources,

then VM will become a strategic instrument to create Sustainable Value and to integrate eco-efficiency and Sustainability in the organisation Planning.

If, for the satisfaction of different needs, social and environmental evaluation criteria will be considered, beyond the technical and economic ones, together with the improvement of the productivity of the necessary resources, then we can speak about Sustainable Value.

If Top Management and the work team are sensitized for the Sustainability principles and for their contribution in creating Value, these aspects will be integrated in the company’s strategic management so that they will contribute for its viability in the long term.

VM provides the framework within which different methods and tools can be applied with identical objectives, together with complementary ones. The work developed in the last years lead to the conclusion that some of the tools used in Sustainable Development area can be integrated with the VM ones resulting in new methodologies profiting from the best existing in each of them.

**Objectives**

After a study of the possible synergies between tools used by Value Management (mainly Value Analysis) and Environmental Management (Cleaner Production, Eco-efficiency, among others) a methodology, joining them and profiting from their synergies was developed.
This paper aims to presenting the methodology develop to support the process of decision making at the level of the practices related to increasing Value towards a Sustainable Entrepreneurial Development.

The results achieved in a first cycle of application in several Portuguese industrial companies, are presented.

**Object of the research**

**Presentation**

A methodology bringing together Value Analysis and Cleaner Production was developed and materialised in a manual (Sustainable Value Manual) to support the work within the companies.

In the first cycle the manual was applied in seven companies, SME from the metal mechanics and surface treatment areas. Five of them decided to study the manufacturing process and the other two chose the product as study subject.

**Methodology developed**

When we talk about measuring Value from a Sustainable point of view we mean that the three components that constitute Sustainability – economical, social and environmental are taken into account.

We may say that if one of the milestones of Value Management is the consideration of the stakeholders all those aspects are taken into account. But from our past experience this was not happening, at least explicitly. Therefore we decide to explore the existent synergies between several different methodologies, namely Value Analysis (VA), Cleaner Production (CP), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Ecodesign in order to measure what we called Sustainable Value.

We followed the VA work plan, and, for the different phases, introduced tools that would allow us, at the end of the application, to measure the Value variation in what concerns those three aspects: economical, social and environmental:

Gathering comprehensive data about the study – besides the information referred in EN 12973, and for each VA subject, the team also built the manufacturing diagram, with the identification of every single operation and for

![Figure 1. Example of Inputs and Outputs of single operations](image-url)
each of them the quantification of the inputs (materials, water and energy) and outputs (products and sub products, emissions, effluents and waste), this being an approach also used in CP.

Functional Analysis – is defined in the European Standard as “a process that results in a comprehensive description of the functions and their relationships, which may be systematically characterised, classified and evaluated”. Even when there was no explicit function dealing with social and environmental aspects, in the characterisation of each function, technical, environmental and social aspects were considered. For each criterion, existing and desired levels were defined. This allows the work team to evaluate whether the study subject answers or not to the needs/expectations of the users.

Evaluations of solution ideas – to evaluate the ideas, the criteria defined in the Functional Analysis phase were used again. The technical, environmental, and economical feasibilities of each proposal were evaluated through specific matrixes. With this data we estimate the Sustainable Value of each proposal and therefore decide which to implement.

In Figure 2 we summarise the way we evaluate Value. Global results

The methodology was applied in seven SME where the following results were attained:

- Diagnosis of manufacturing processes at environmental, economical and social levels;
- Optimisation of manufacturing processes;
- Reduction of materials, energy and water consumption;
- Waste preventive approach;
- Identification and reduction of cost;
- Reduction of toxic dispersion;
- Company eco efficiency improvement;
- Company competitiveness improvement;
- Development of new products;
- Improvement of internal and external communication;
- New competences development in companies and entrepreneurial associations;
- Adoption of more social responsible behaviour by the companies;
- Increase of Sustainable Value.

Summary of results

The methodology used enabled the companies to diagnose the main problems concerning their manufacturing processes and products (for those that made an integrated study of the product) leading to the quantification of the total costs including the environmental and social ones.

Globally the application of the methodology that brings together Value Analysis and Cleaner Production, lead to:

- improve the functional performance of the study subject, improving the satisfaction of user’s needs, taking into account a pollution preventive approach. Therefore the eco-efficiency principles were used (namely the progress in recyclability and product durability, the reduction of toxic dispersion and the maximisation of the use of renewable resources and of the service intensity) to quantify the increase in the satisfaction associated to each function;

- reduce costs associated to the study subject, taking into account the minimization of resources intensity (materials, energy, water, operation time,…) of products and services.

The application of the methodology leads to ideas that enabled to increase the Sustainable Value of the study subject of each company and to improve communication. It also lead to the adoption of more Corporate Social Responsible behaviour by the companies as well as to the increase of their competitiveness.
The methodology shows a high potential to be used as an operational tool for the development of sustainability at entrepreneurial level.

**Final comments**

At the style of management level although the application of the concepts of value and function is ensured it is necessary to widen the scope so that the social and environmental aspects are taken into account at the decision making process. Those two aspects must also induce new challenges to the companies in what concerns creativity, innovation and competitiveness.

Those concerns at management style must rise within the organisation itself through a transparent behaviour and using communication dynamics with the different teams responsible for the implementation of the different objectives to be attained. Therefore each member of the enterprise must be informed about its positioning, the defined horizons and what contribution is expected to attain them.

In a Corporate Social Responsibility context it is necessary that the organisation takes into account the interests of the different stakeholders, being them external or internal and the result of its activity must be the balance between the satisfaction of the real needs of both of them.
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